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Victory Hill Exhibitions Striking Gold in Las Vegas 
 

Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. Named Among ‘Best’ in Prestigious Vegas Awards, 
‘Transformers’ Attraction Expected Later This Year 

 
Los Angeles (July 26, 2016) – Building off its June 22 opening at Treasure Island Hotel & Casino 
on the world-famous Las Vegas Strip, Victory Hill Exhibitions’ (VHE) immersive experience - 
Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. - has just been named among Vegas’ elite attractions. 

 

On July 21, Vegas Seven recognized Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. as its “Best Place to Meet Your 
Heroes” in its seventh annual “Best of the City” publication. Other winners in the “Best of the City” 
categories include The Beatles LOVE at The Mirage, OMNIA Nightclub at Caesars Palace, Jewel 
Nightclub at Aria Resort & Casino, CliQue at Cosmopolitan Las Vegas and XS Nightclub at Wynn 
Las Vegas. 

 
The award is the first for VHE and comes less than one month after its arrival on the Las Vegas 
Strip. 

 
“This community as well as the tens of thousands of visitors it has had since opening have welcomed 
us with open arms and Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. has become a must-see,” said Daniel Pearce, 
general manager of the Las Vegas attraction. “This really is a one-of-a-kind attraction for any 
Avengers fan – new or die-hard – and we look forward to having many more folks experience the 
Marvel cinematic universe with us.” 

 

The Vegas Seven accolade is the latest in a busy year for VHE, following multi-million dollar 
investments both in Vegas and abroad. In April, the company successfully launched Avengers 
S.T.A.T.I.O.N. at Esplanade De La Defense in Paris. VHE also recently announced its forthcoming 
openings in Singapore (October 2016), Taipei, Taiwan (June 2017) and Sydney, Australia 
(December 2017). 

 
In addition to Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N., VHE will launch The Transformers Experience in Las Vegas 
in the coming months. In total, the attractions will amass more than 30,000 square feet of 
entertainment space. 

 
“Comic book and sci-fi fans will soon have a double-dose of everything they love,” said Nicholas 
Cooper, chief creative officer of VHE. “We’ll have an even bigger footprint for all of the fans and 
families stepping foot in Las Vegas. So, stay tuned!” 



About Victory Hill Exhibitions 
 

Victory Hill Exhibitions is an exhibition Production and Distribution Company focused on delivering 
engaging, educational and immersive attractions for the global market. The company is the 
industry leader in creating and delivering innovative and captivating content for events, immersive 
attractions, interior architecture and experiential environmental spaces. With a focus on developing 
long term trusted and strategic relationships, Victory Hill Exhibitions delivers some of the most 
renowned and critically acclaimed exhibitions to the museum and entertainment industries. Using 
the latest technological capabilities and storytelling techniques, Victory Hill delivers impressive, 
visually appealing, educational content, and entertainment enjoyed by visitors of all ages. Victory 
Hill Exhibitions is a 100 percent subsidiary of Cityneon Holdings Ltd, a company listed on the 
mainboard of the Singapore Stock Exchange. For more information, please visit 
www.victoryhillexhibitions.com. 
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